
PPCA Dress Code 

As a forward thinking school community, we believe that our attitude about what we do, what we feel, what we 

believe is often influenced by how we dress.  PPCA serves students who are goal-driven to succeed in competitive 

college and career settings.  To accomplish our goals of preparing students for the job market, it is vital for them to 

begin exercising habits that will enhance their future achievements.  The uniform dress code is one method of 

preparing our students for the future experiences.  

Simple guidelines to the PPCA uniform dress code are as follows: 

PPCA students will have the option of wearing school t-shirts and bottoms as well as business attire. The PPCA 

dress code policy is practiced by students Monday through Thursday, with students having the option of dressing out 

(according to dress code) on Fridays or other specified days for $1.00. 

Allowed: 

Shirts:  School t-shirt or solid navy, black, gray, or white polo-style collared long/short sleeved shirt with PPCA 

logo or no logo.  Logos other than the PPCA logo must not exceed 1” in diameter.  Shirts do not have to be tucked in 

pants, shorts or skirts, but must cover the torso. 

Bottoms:  Khakis (tan), dark denim jeans, navy or black pants, and shorts.  The fit of pants should not be too tight or 

hanging on the hips in an indecent manner.  The length of shorts should be fingertip length or longer when arms are 

at side. Skinny jeans are permitted, but must not be too tight.  

Dresses, skirts and suits:  Should be fingertip length or longer and have sleeves.  Dresses, skirts and suits must be 

worn with flat closed-toe shoes or sandals with a strap around the back of the heel.  Colors of dresses are of personal 

choice. Leggings may be worn only with a shirt/dress that is fingertip length.   

Business attire consists of dress slacks, school appropriate shirt, dress or skirt.  Jeans and a dress shirt does not 

qualify as business attire.  

Necktie: Optional when wearing a collared shirt. 

Undershirts:  May be worn under a collared shirt. 

Turtlenecks:  May be worn under a collared shirt or school shirt. 

Shoes:  Closed-toe shoes, sandals with back strap or sneakers.  Shoes must be worn at all times. 

Jackets:  Front-zipped jackets or PPCA hoodie 

Belts:  Optional.  Pants must fit properly which may require wearing a belt. If a belt is worn, it should not have any 

inappropriate design or offensive wording.   

Backpacks:  Backpacks and Trapper Keepers are allowed, but should not have anything offensive wording or 

design. 

  

Not allowed:  

Shirts:  Bare midriff, see-through fabric, holes/tears, off-the-shoulder; inappropriate pictures, words or phrases 

Bottoms:  Athletic shorts/pants, pajama pants, yoga pants, leggings (without a mid-thigh shirt dress), jeggings, sweat 

pants; holes, frays, patches; length above fingertips when arms are by side 

Dresses, skirts, and suits: Slits or rounded sides of dresses, length above fingertips when arms are at side 



Shoes:  Heels, slides, slippers, Crocs, flip flops, etc. 

Jackets:  Non-PPCA hoodies or oversized jackets.  Inappropriate jackets/hoodies will be removed.    

Headdresses:  Hats, bandanas, sweatbands or other head coverings (unless for religious practices).  Hats may be 

worn with special permission during certain field trips.   

Sunglasses: Sunglasses worn inside any building except with proof of medical necessity. Sunglasses may be worn 

with special permission during certain field trips. 

Accessories:  Any accessory (earrings, grills, rings, bracelets, necklaces, etc.) considered extreme or distracting to 

the educational process is not allowed. 

Additional information: 

a. Student athletes may wear sports/team jerseys and hoodies from their zoned school on the days they have a 

game/match/tournament/pep rally. Students should give administration a schedule of the 

game/match/tournament/pep rally. 

b. Students may dress out, wear business attire or uniform shirts on yearbook picture day. 

c. Students may wear business clothes ~ young men:  collared shirts, ties and/or jackets ~ young ladies:  dresses, 

skirts or suits (with sleeves) and flat enclosed shoes any day of the week.   

If in doubt, please be proactive by asking administration if certain attire falls within the uniform code before wearing 

it to school.   

Rule of Good Judgment 

We are expecting all students to follow PPCA’s uniform policy without repeated reminders and we expect the 

students to respect the expectations for proper dress.  Our time and efforts will be focused on intellectually 

stimulating instruction and must not be interrupted with unnecessary uniform compliance distractions.  We request 

the support of both students and parents in regard to this matter.   Your adherence to these principles is greatly 

appreciated.  Working together, we can ensure the best possible learning environment for your child.    

Students who choose to not abide by the dress code will be in jeopardy of disciplinary actions and having their dress  

For EACH dress code offense, a parent will be called and required to bring student appropriate clothing.   

Offense #1:  Warning; Offense #2:  Work Detail; Offense #3:  Referral 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Acknowledgement of Student Handbook  
 

 

Sign and return to first period teacher by August 17, 2018 

 

 

 

 

I, _____________________________________, acknowledge that I have read the PPCA 

Student Handbook and agree to comply with the policies and procedures of the school. Failure to 

comply will result in disciplinary actions and possible loss of dress code privileges. 
 

Student Name (Print)_____________________________________Grade Level_____________ 

 

 

Student Signature_______________________________________ Date___________________  

 

 

Parent Name (Print)____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Parent Signature_________________________________________ Date__________________ 
 


